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Introduction
This guide was written to help you to use your boat with pleasure and safety. It contains all details
concerning your Pogo, its equipment and all information about the way to use and take care of it.
Read it carefully before sailing.
If this is your first boat, or is a boat you are not familiar with, we recommend that you practice
controlling the boat in light conditions and sheltered waters. Learn how the boat behaves at different
speeds. Be sure having enough experience before taking responsibility as skipper. Your retailer, the
national federation or your local boating organisation will be pleased to find a suitable course. This
manual does not exempt you to comply with the local and international laws in force.
KEEP THIS MANUAL IN A SAFE PLACE AND MAKE SURE IT GETS TRANSFERED TO THE NEW OWNER IN
CASE OF RESELLING.

Hull Identification Number (n°HIN)
You’ll find it engraved on the starboard corner of the transom of the boat.
How to read it:
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1. Main Characteristics
Length: 9.14m (30 feets)
Beam: 3.70m
Displacement: 2800kg
Draft: Swinging keel: 1.05m/2.50m
Fixed keel: 1.95m
Air draft: 14.7m
Square-top main: 30m²
Classic main: 26m²
Solent: 26m²
Spinnaker: 75–85 m²
Carbon or Aluminium mast
Réserve de flottabilité

2. Certification
Your boat was built in France and has been certified in accordance with the applicable parts of the
directive for pleasure craft 94/25/EC of the European Parliament.
The different equipment of your ship such as the rudder system, the fuel tank, hoses... also certified
and thus corresponds to the current European standards.
This boat has been design for category A with a limited number of passengers of 4 in accordance with
ISO 12217-2. This category is considered as being designed for use in waves.
Users of this boat are informed that:
• All passengers must be trained
• The boat must not be loaded more than recommended by the shipyard.
• There must be enough water clearance to sail
• Stability is reduced if you add some load in the ups.
• Water bilge must be minimised
• In bad weather conditions, all hatches, chests and doors must be closed to avoid water intake.
• Stability can be reduced when the boat is towing or hangs important load with her davit or
boom.
• Breaking wave can represent a big danger to stability
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Description of the design categories:

A. - A category A pleasure boat is designed regarded as for winds who can exceeding 8 force
(Beaufort scale) and make waves who exceed significant height of 4m. But excluding the great
conditions such as storms, violent storms, tornadoes and extremes sea conditions or huge waves.
B. - A category B pleasure boat is designed regarded as for winds may reach 8 Beaufort included and
waves which can have a height of 4 meters included.
C. - A boat of design category C is designed regarded as for winds may reach 6 Beaufort included and
waves which can have a height of 2 meters included.
D. - A boat design category D is designed regarded as for winds may reach 4 Beaufort included and
waves which can have a height of 0,3 meters included. With, occasional, waves of maximum height
of 0.5 meters.
The boats of each design category shall be designed and constructed to resist to the settings
concerning the stability, buoyancy, and other essential technical requirements, contained in the
official document (decree n° 2016-763 / 09-06-2016) and to have good manoeuvrability
characteristics.

3. Security
For security purpose, the use of a harness is highly recommended. To do so, some folding padeyes
(2400kg resistance) are disposed in the cockpit as well as two lifelines running on the deck on port
and starboard. We remind you that life-lines are mandatory.

DANGER

Do not forget that wearing a lifejacket can save your life.
Regularly check the integrity of your lifelines and that of the guard lines and all attachment parts.
Particular care must be taken regarding the rope attachment of the guard lines to the balconies. It
must be able to support 1500 kg or above (for example, 8 turns of 200kg lines).
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4. Engine

AVERTISSEMENT

Engine Type:
Standard Engine for Pogo 30 is the D1-13 from Volvo Penta Sail-drive. Optionally, it can be fitted with
D1-20 or D1-30. The propeller is a folding two blades from Volvo Penta as well.

Use and maintenance of the engine :
Please refer to the Volvo Penta manual called “instruction book”. A complete reading of the manual
before service is recommended to prevent damage and know the wear parts of the engine.

AVERTISSEMENT

Engine cooling inlet seacock:
It is very important to check the cooling seacock is open before starting the engine. It is located on
the sail-drive base, on portside. You can access it by the port cabin hatch.
When the engine is on, check the water circulation of the cooling system. Some water should come
out of the exhaust.
At the engine start, it is recommended to put some power for a few seconds in order to properly
initiate the cooling system.

Check lists
It is very important to correctly take care of your engine. Follow the maintenance schedule and check
the engine oil and coolant level.
Check the sacrificial anode carefully. The first one’s erosion will happen quickly. Check them
regularly.
Stay up to the property of the service module and check regularly that there are no outflows (fuel,
water).

Information
If you need more information about your engine and its maintenance, please contact your Volvo
Penta dealer for assistance.

Gasoil tank:
The installed diesel tank has a capacity of 60L. It is equipped with a fuel supply cut down valve. This
valve must always be accessible
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5. Swinging keel

DANGER

This chapter does not concern the owners of a fixed keel Pogo 30

The Keel must be in the lower position when sailing

Operation:
Given the electrical power needed to use the keel ram, it is necessary to start the engine tu use the
Hydraulic set of the keel (only for electrical swinging keel systems.
Once the engine is on, the keel movements are piloted by the two buttons located on the starboard
panel of the central.
You may stop the movement at any time using the third red button.

Access to the Hydraulic system:
To access the hydraulic system, unscrew the 4 top aft screws of the central table. Then slide the
entire aft part of the table aft wards.

Maintenance:

DANGER

A regular checkup of the oil level is recommended to detect eventual leaks. The system oil drain must
be done every two years.
The oil leveling must be done keel in lower position (or ram in shortest position). NEVER EXCEED
MAX MARK, there are risk of tank explosion.
The Oil used is ISO-L-HV type, grade 46 (mineral hydraulic oil, 46 centistokes viscosity).
When getting the boat out of water, perform a visual check of the underwater parts of the keel
system: the rotation axis.
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Tuning of the hydraulic system’s brake
The keel system is tuned at the shipyard.
However, it might be necessary to have a look at the brake if the oil viscosity changes with
temperature. Fits and starts while lowering the keel represents such a need.

Hydraulic brake srew

When should you use this setting:
 The keel comes down by fits and starts
 The keel doesn’t reach its bottom stop

How to adjust:
 If the keel come down by fits and starts, you have to tighten the brake (turn clockwise). Be
careful, adjust with fineness, turn by eighth of a turn (maximum half a turn, usually eighth of
a turn is enough).
The hydraulic brake is a turnable button that must be turned clockwise. The tuning must be
made in with precaution and fineness. Usually, ⅛ of a turn is enough. Do not hesitate to
contact the shipyard.
 If the keel doesn’t reach its bottom stop, it’s necessary to loosen the brake. To verify if the
keel is in bottom stop, look if the axis of jack is in front of the porthole.
 If the keel comes up by fits and starts, you shouldn’t touch the brake’s
setting. It’s certainly necessary to grease the rotation system of the keel.
 Every settings must be made in cold conditions.
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Manual manoeuvre of the electrical keel system :
In case of an energy breakdown, you can manually activate the keel to put it in top or low position.
To do so :
 Open the central table in order to have access to the hydraulic central.
 Take the arm tube
 Put it in the manual pump (see pict. below)
To get the keel down: clip the spring on the starboard spherical button in order to maintain it firmly
pushed, and then pump (see pict. below)

DANGER

To get the keel up: clip the spring on the portside spherical button in order to maintain it firmly
pushed, and then pump (see pict. below)
Only push one button at the time. In normal conditions, both buttons must be free of the springs.

Starboard button:
lowering the keel

Port button: keel
uplowering the keel

Support for
manual arm
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Keel’s hydraulic setting
Pressure stat tunings
Pressure stat tunings are realized in the shipyard and must not be modify.

If however it’s inadvertently disturbed, put back default tunings : 140 bar for the both orange
adjusting rings.

To turn orange adjusting rings, think of unbolting the black adjusting ring.
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6. Rudder system
Rudder parallelism setting:
You can adjust the parallelism of your rudders. It is possible because the screw threads are inverted
on port and starboard. After having removed the blocking screw, at each extremity, simply turn the
link tube one way or the other to adjust its total length. Always keep 20mm of thread in the tube.
Firmly screw the blocking screws back.

Maintenance:
The bearings do not need any particular attention. A regular fresh-water clean-up is however
advised. To grease the bearing, use marine quality grease.

Removing a rudder:
To unmount a rudder: disconnect the link tube, unscrew all the bolts along the rudder-shaft, make
sure the rudder is supported and only then, remove the top cube.

7. Draining
The Pogo 30 comes with a bilge pump system composed of a manual pump in the cockpit and an
electrical pump in the aft part of the technical zone.
They are both linked to the same circuit. The inlet is situated at the end of the transportable tube,
rolled in the technical area and the water come out in the cockpit. You can access any part of the
boat using this tube. A filter is installed right before the pump.

DANGER

It is recommended to regularly check the pump and also that the filter is not blocked.
The total capacity of the system cannot sustain the boat sinking or with excessive waterway.
It is recommended to regularly check the water tightness of the system and that of the seacocks and
loch/speedo instruments to avoid any leak. Always keep emergency plugs close to the seacocks.
To dry the bilges, we recommend you remove the carpet slip floor regularly.
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8. Fire-fighting

DANGER

The Pogo 30 is equipped, optionally, with a 2kg powder class C extinguisher (minimal capacity
5A/34B) situated at the will of the owner.
A discharge opening for the engine compartment is situated close to the circuit breakers. It allows
the extinguishing material and foam to be poured directly on the engine.
Please check the validity of the equipment and its availability on-board.

Heating:
The Pogo 30 is equipped, optionally, with a heating system Eberpacher Airtronic D2. Please read
carefully the instructions and recommendations of the manual.

ATTENTION

The shipyard is keen to insist on two points:




The engine is very silent and is situated if the technical area. It is important not to let it in
contact with the exhaust of the engine, nor with any sail because of the temperature it
quickly raises to.
Once the heating is turned off, it is very important to keep the current on for the time it cools
down.
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9. Electricity
The standard electrical system of the Pogo 30 consists of the followings:




One 55Ah battery dedicated to the engine start. It is installed in the engine compartment, in
front of the engine and is accessible by the companionway opening. Circuit breakers are
located on starboard locker.
One 100Ah service battery installed in the same place

Electrical boards:



The main electrical board on the chart table
The secondary one is located on the aft longitudinal stiffener, on starboard.

ATTENTION

The electrical installation has been made for the installation on-board and is not planned for
supplementary equipment.
Regularly check the fixation of the batteries.
Never work with current on.
Do not modify the electrical scheme made by the shipyard. The modifications must be made by a
professional marine electrician.
Do not change the breaking capacity of the circuit breakers.
Do not install any equipment with electrical intensity higher than that of the previously installed.
Do not let the boat without visual check when the electrical system is on.
The electrical scheme is available at the end of this manual
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10.

Fresh Water

The standard fresh-water installation on board the Pogo 30 is composed of the followings:





Canvas water bag Nauta 135L
Water pressure unit with its filter
General tap.
Sink with tap and evacuation system, including seacock.

ATTENTION

Some precautions must be taken using the water canvas bag:
“NAUTA® flexible tanks used for drinking water will operate more satisfactory if the following
procedures are observed. Before putting in use for the first time, partly fill the tank with warm water
(50°c) and a 1% solution of mild detergent. After a few minutes, rinse with clear water and fill it again
with water treated with chlorine tablets (follow package instructions for a 5% concentration). Empty
after 2 hours and carefully and thoroughly rinse with clear water. These cleaning operations should
be performed with the system fully installed so that all the piping undergoes the same treatment.
When the tank will not be used for a long period (winter layup…), keep it partly filled with water and
10% of chlorine solution. Because it is not possible to completely evacuate the tank, this procedure
best prevents the development of microorganisms which could coat the inside and contribute to a bad
taste in water.
Before returning the tank to service, follow the same procedure as used with a new tank. Even if using
your tank constantly, this cleaning operation is recommended at 6 months interval. Do not forget that
the pipes also contribute to the water's taste and should be involved in the regular cleaning process.”
Recommendations NAUTA - ORC®
When filling your NAUTA water tank, we recommend that it is not filled beyond its total capacity. In
practice, the filling hose should not be full of water and the input connector does not must touch the
access door panel.

11.

Black Waters

The pogo 30 is optionally equipped with a black water tank. It is then located on top of the toilets. It
has a 60L capacity.
If you want to use it, close the valve situated in front of the toilets. Its opening will allow the
emptying of the tank.
To drain it, use the deck access.
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12.

Installed equipment

For the use of equipment installed on-board, please refer to their manual.
In case of problem with one of them, please contact the reseller of the brand concerned.

Setting and initialization of the equipment:
Some equipment such as automatic pilot or log speedo requires initialization before use. Therefore,
It is important to refer to the manual for these devices to configure optimally.

Valves and plumbing:
All the valves must be closed after use. Installed seacocks:



ATTENTION




Loch/speedo: situated in front of the keel structure.
Kitchen: under the kitchen furniture, you will find the sink exhaust seacock. You can access
the valve by the aft side of the furniture.
Toilets: it requires two valves. The inlet is situated in front of the gas tank. The outlet is in
front if the toilets
Exhaust: The exhaust of the engine is made over the waterline, in front of the aft
compartment. The valve is accessible by the starboard locker.

It is important that adapted rescue fittings are always available to block the seacocks in case of
waterway. Regularly check the plumbing systems.

Electrical circuit:
It is recommended to cut the circuit breakers after navigation.

Gas:

DANGER

The Pogo 30 is equipped with a burner and gas tank Campingaz type. It may also be equipped with a
double burner gaz. In that case, the gas bottle is located in an aft locker, only accessible from the
cockpit.
Before each use, the tap must be open and then closed. If the must does not have surveillance for
several days, unplug the gas bottle.
While using the gas burner, it is recommended to open the hatch above it.
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13.

Maintenance

General care
For good ventilation when the boat is moored it is advised to let the deck hatches (locked by the
centre handle), the 2 cockpit portholes (rear cabin and storage room) and the companion way panel
open
For your comfort and the health of your boat it is important to dry correctly and regularly the interior
of your boat.
To guarantee optimal ageing of your boat, do not leave stagnant waters in funds under the floor
mats. If necessary, after drying, leave the carpets, on edge, of drying time.

ATTENTION

Before the winter storage please rinse the interior with fresh water to put off the salt. During the
storage it is advised to install a humidity absorber.

Cleaning
To clean the interior you can use household cleaning agents. For the deck it is better to use a specific
agent or a coachwork cleaning agent.
Do not throw into the sea waste water with oil or/and fuel oil.

Lifting
Traditional lifting:

With the option « quick lifting system » :

All precautions are to be taken during the lifting of your boat. Ensure clearance of the mast from
crane hook.
With the option « quick lifting system » :
The Pogo 30 lifting pack is delivered with four padeyes fixed on deck, security ropes and shackles.
The aft padeyes are located just aft of the companionway, on the cockpit floor. The forward ones are
on the guardrails (do not us the cleat). Is the keel is in high position, put the shackles at the end of
the two forward padeyes to fix the two ropes and fix the aft ropes to the aft padeyes using a lark’s
head knot.
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AVERTISSEMENT

Dismasting
If the boat has to be dismasted, the mast must be brought up with a strap got under the spreaders
and lifted by the front of the mast.
Caution: the electric cables of the mast equipment have to be disconnected and guided in the pillar.

ATTENTION

Cradle use
When you are using a cradle, the boat must rest upon its keel. You have to wedge it on the front and
back of the bulb to avoid a rotation on its vertical axis. Only the use of a cradle made with the form of
the hull totally avoids the risk of rotation.

Repairs and changes
Please ask a professional or contact the shipyard STRUCTURES, if you have repairs or changes to do.

Hull care
Once a year it is recommended to clean the hull and to put some new antifouling. Please respect the
law concerning the pollution.
For the anti-fouling not to tarnish, it is advised to apply a polish regularly.

Only for pogo 30 with lifting keel system
To ensure proper operation of the lifting keel, it is important do not overcoat with antifouling the slip
area of the keel head, which should be lubricated with silicone grease. The grease can be applied
outside with a cloth, with the keel in upper position and after scrubbing, or with greasers fixed inside
the keel, by moving the keel up and down so the grease is distributed throughout the slip area.

ATTENTION

To prevent corrosion of the peripheral devices on the keel ram, it is necessary to apply a lubricate
and anti rust (WD40 type) on the hand pump, the electric motor and the hydraulic unit. (A cooking oil
can, where appropriate, be used and applied with a cloth or brush.)

Rigging checkout
To avoid dismasting due to the break of some part of the standing rigging, it is necessary to checkout
as often as possible the stay hounds, tie rods, pins, split pins and the end of the cables.
It is also necessary to lock the rotation of the rods to avoid them to work loose. You can do it by
snubbing a rope into the ring of the rods and in making a pin in the high part of the tie rod.
The bottlescrews should be loosened and lubricated, every year, so they do not seize up. All
fasteners by textile chain plates (or lacing) should be checked regularly (especially the passage
through the spreaders concerning the lazy-jacks).

Maintenance of mainsail:
Regularly, it is advisable rinse the cars of the mainsail.
Then, spray a dry lubricant (or with a cloth), type of McLube™ Sailkote .
It dries in seconds and prolongs life of cars.
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Inspection of self-aligning ball from the connecting axis between the
rudders:
Joint-balls checkout at the end of the rudders push-rod (in the rear chest)
It is advisable t check regularly the good blockade of these ball-joints (lock nut + thread brake).

Inspection of the pilot electric ram:
It is advised to regularly verify the correct blocking of the connection between the ram axis and her
bracket (washers + nut + locknut + light sealant);
Also check the cylinder rod of the ram.

Stainless Steel
All stainless steel are 316L quality and all the screws are A4 quality. But the stainless steel becomes
tarnished and gets rusty if it was in contact with Ferro-metals (drills, keys or non-chromed
screwdrivers). You can clean this surface pollution with a remover such as Wichinox by WICHARD.

Windlass:
Preserving the proper functioning of the remote control of the windlass, it should not be stored in
the anchorage locker.

Fresh water:
During winter (in water or in winterpark), be sure to serve the whole of the circuit of water to
preserve the gel valves, pipes and fittings as well as the Group of water (if applicable). (See also
chapter on water).
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DANGER

14.

Navigation guide

Inner forestay:
Baby stay is made out of textile rope. It is recommended to regularly check its erosion (particularly
the passage in the deck).
Warning reefing down: The baby stay MUST be in position and strong haul in when the mainsail is
reduced to second and third reef. Failure of this rule could cause rupture of the mast!

Reversing:

AVERTISSEMENT

During a reversing do not put the rudders in full rotation position as it could damage the tiller
system. Reversing manoeuvrings must to be done at low speed.

Storm jib:
For the boats which are fitted out with genoa furlers, it is possible to set the storm jib or staysail on
the baby stay. Regularly check the tension to avoid transferring it on the halyard.

ATTENTION

Genoa furler use:
The furler must only be operated only by hands; the use of a winch can break the stay or the profiles.
Moreover a too much high genoa halyard tension can chock up the runner and block the furler in
rotating.

Removable bow plate use:

ATTENTION

The bow plate should be put on the starboard side of the stay. When the boat is dropped the rope
must be put off from the bow plate and turned on the cleat.

Using of fenders:
Be careful not to put fenders on the hull port-lights. The compression thereof to the glazing, may
cause damage. Place a fender slightly forward and aft the hull port-light. Protect the same way the
free side (in case of berthing by another boat).
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15.

Warranty Terms

The one year guaranty starts at the delivery. It applies to all parts of the boat delivered by the
shipyard except for the electronic and deck equipment, the motor and all other equipment which are
guaranteed by distributors or retailers and whose terms could be different and are mentioned on
their own user guide.
The hull is guaranteed against the osmosis for five years from the delivery date.
The guaranty does not cover:
•
•

16.

the breakdowns or damages due to a bad use
the breakdowns or damages due to modifications made without the shipyard's approval.

Environmental Impact

In order to protect the environment it is advisable to manipulate very carefully hydrocarbons like oils
and fuel.
Crew’s wastes have to be stocked and throw in the specific containers during the calls.
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Annexes:





Main arrangement – Sail/Rig
Electrical Power scheme
NKE system
Reseller documents
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Utiliser les feux de navigation standard /
Standard navigation lights user’s manual

Navigation à la voile :
• Feux de navigation bâbord & Tribord
• Feu de navigation de poupe
With sails :
• Port & Starboard navigation lights
• Stern navigation light

Au mouillage :
• Feu de navigation 360° blanc tout horizon
Anchoring :
• 360° White navigation light

Navigation au moteur :
• Feux de navigation bâbord & Tribord
• Feu de navigation 360° blanc tout horizon
With engine :
• Port & Starboard navigation lights
• 360° White navigation light

Veuillez noter que conformément au RIPAM, le pogo 30 en tant que navire de moins de
12m n'est pas équipé, en standard, d'un feu de hune.
Pour rappel : Extrait du RIPAM* :
Navigation au moteur :
• § a) : Un navire à propulsion mécanique inférieure à 50 mètres faisant route doit montrer :
un feu de tête de mât à l’avant ; des feux de côté et un feu de poupe.
•

"Un navire à propulsion mécanique de longueur inférieure à 12 mètres
(= pogo 30 naviguant au moteur)
peut, au lieu des feux prescrits au paragraphe a) de la présente règle (voir cidessus), montrer un feu blanc visible sur tout l’horizon et des feux de côté ;"
=> soit ALLUMER LES FEUX DE NAVIGATION BABORD & TRIBORD
ET LE FEU 360° tête de mât
MAIS, éteindre le feu de poupe

Navigation à la voile :
• § a) : Un navire à voile qui fait route doit montrer : des feux de côté et un feu de poupe.
=> soit ALLUMER LES FEUX DE NAVIGATION BABORD & TRIBORD
ET LE FEU DE POUPE

MAIS, éteindre le feu blanc 360°
tête de mât

*Le Règlement international pour prévenir les abordages en mer (RIPAM), aussi appelé ColReg ou ColReg 72 de
son nom anglais Collision Regulations 1972.

Utiliser l’option Feu de tête de mât tricolore + mouillage /
“Mastheadlight : WRG & Anchoring” option : user’s manual

Navigation à la voile :
• Feux de navigation bâbord & Tribord
• Feu de navigation de poupe
With sails :
• Port & Starboard navigation lights
• Stern navigation light

Au mouillage :
• Feu de navigation 360° blanc tout horizon
Anchoring :
• 360° White navigation light

OU

Navigation à la voile :
• Feu tricolore (pour être vu de plus loin)
With sails :
• tricolor navigation mast head light (to be
seen from far away)

Navigation au moteur :
• Feux de navigation bâbord & Tribord
• Feu de navigation 360° blanc tout horizon
With engine :
• Port & Starboard navigation lights
• 360° White navigation light

Veuillez noter que conformément au RIPAM, le pogo 30 en tant que navire de moins de
12m n'est pas équipé, en standard, d'un feu de hune.
Pour rappel : Extrait du RIPAM* :
Navigation au moteur :
• § a) : Un navire à propulsion mécanique inférieure à 50 mètres faisant route doit montrer :
un feu de tête de mât à l’avant ; des feux de côté et un feu de poupe.
•

"Un navire à propulsion mécanique de longueur inférieure à 12 mètres
(= pogo 30 naviguant au moteur)
peut, au lieu des feux prescrits au paragraphe a) de la présente règle (voir cidessus), montrer un feu blanc visible sur tout l’horizon et des feux de côté ;"
=> soit ALLUMER LES FEUX DE NAVIGATION BABORD & TRIBORD
ET LE FEU 360° tête de mât
MAIS, éteindre le feu de poupe

Navigation à la voile :
• § a) : Un navire à voile qui fait route doit montrer : des feux de côté et un feu de poupe.
=> soit ALLUMER LES FEUX DE NAVIGATION BABORD & TRIBORD
ET LE FEU DE POUPE

•

MAIS, éteindre le feu blanc 360°
tête de mât
À bord d’un navire à voile de longueur inférieure à 20 mètres (= pogo 30
naviguant à la voile), les feux prescrits au paragraphe a) de la présente règle
peuvent être réunis en un seul fanal placé au sommet ou à la partie supérieure
du mât, à l’endroit le plus visible."
=> Soit ALLUMER le TRICOLORE
MAIS éteindre les feux de navigation de pont

*Le Règlement international pour prévenir les abordages en mer (RIPAM), aussi appelé ColReg ou ColReg 72 de
son nom anglais Collision Regulations 1972.
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NMEA Filaire&Wifi
Ref. : [90-60-508]

OPTION :

Loch
Sondeur
électroRèf. :
magnétique
[90-60-465]
Rèf. :
[90-60-002]

Pack pilote NKE
selon spécifications 2016

STABILISATEUR
12/12V 3 A
rèf. : PS001

Compas Fluxgate
Rèf. : [90-60-452]

Anémo-girouette standard:
rèf. : [90-60-105]

Attention, veuillez noter que ce schéma présente certaines options (en grisés).

Ou, en option, 2ème
afficheur couleur
Multigraphic

Afficheur Multifonction
Performance rèf. : [90-60-182]

Afficheur TL25 aspect
carbone
Ref. : [90-60-489]

OPTION :

Les composés extérieurs

Pack pilote NKE selon spécifications 2016

Sondeur
Rèf. :
[90-60-465]

Loch
électro-magnétique
Rèf.: [90-60-002]

Afficheur couleur Multigraphic
rèf : [90-60-130]

Anémo-girouette standard : rèf. : [90-60-105]

Vérin linéaire électrique
Raymarine Type1 - 12v
[M81130]

Bus NMEA

Les composés intérieurs

Bus NMEA

Bus NMEA

Bus NMEA

Boîte de jonction
pour câblage mât

Rq : emplacement éloigné de tout champ
magnétique (frigo, moteur, …)
Il est important de ne pas s’asseoir, à cet
endroit, avec un smartphone, un jeu de clefs,
couteau ou tout objet métallique dans la
poche.

Compas Fluxgate
Rèf. : [90-60-452]

Capteur de loch
électromagnétique rèf :
[90-60-002] Sondeur rèf :
[90-60-456]

Dear mister……………………..………,
Could you please find, below, the "true wind (TW)" NKE code for your
POGO N° FR-STRP30_ _ _ _ _ _.
Keep it safe on board (with a copy at your home).
At each reset of your NKE installation, this code is lost and you will need to encode again.

N° of True wind Key : __ __ __ __
N° of calculator : __ __ __ __

Pogo30
Tuning guide forth NKE Autopilot
Up wind

Reaching

down wind

Light wind
Pilot mode
Gain
rudder coeficient
Counter rudder
wind damping

Apparent wind
2
12
auto
2

Compass
2
12
auto
2

True wind
2
12
auto
2

Medium wind
Pilot mode
Gain
rudder coeficient
Counter rudder
wind damping

Apparent wind
3
14
auto
2

Compass
4
18
auto
2

True wind
5
20
auto
2

Strong wind
Pilot mode
Gain
rudder coeficient
Counter rudder
wind damping

Apparent wind
3
14
auto
1

Compass
5
22
auto
1

True wind
6
24
auto
1 or 2

This figures are just a basic indication to start setting of your autopilot NKE.
You have to adjust the autopilot setting to your sails, the stability of the wind and
the state of the sea.
A reading of the NKE's user manual is important for understand "how it works".
The offset of the sensors (wind/speed/rudder/compass), have to be regulary
checked and adjusted

MONTAGE SYSTEME CORNE GRAND-VOILE

Poulie de Drisse à fixer sur l'
Anneau de Tête

A

Chariot de Tête
C

D

Principe de montage :
1. Dévisser l'anneau(A) pour y accrocher le depart du palan grace à une tete d'alouette
2. Réaliser le palan 3 brins en suivant le shéma ci-contre.
3. Revisser (A) du chariot de tête. (bloquer l'ecrou à l'aide de freins filet)
Attention : La longueur du cordage (C) de têtière est préréglée en voilerie à la bonne
longueur pour une voile neuve.
Le lashing (D) permettra de compenser l'allongement possible du cordage lié au
vieillissement.
* Ce système est breveté par la Voilerie Incidences
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Tension for Pogo30's standing rigging (with carbon mast)
27 ° carbone mast / AXXON
V1
D1
D2
Stay

Cap shrouds
Lower shrouds
Intermediate shrouds

Lenght
12.450
5.450
9.130
12.680

Ø
8
7
5
7

Tension
1330 Kg
850 Kg
150 Kg
1000 Kg

20 ° carbone mast / AXXON &
20° High modulus-Low profile Carbon mast / AXXON
Lenght Ø
Tension
V1
Cap shrouds
12.430 6
1250 Kg
D1
Lower shrouds
5.400 6
750 Kg
D2
Intermediate shrouds
9.040 5
140 Kg
Stay
12.670 7
600 Kg

Rig manual
Stepping
Tuning
Maintenance

www.axxoncomposites.com – sales@axxoncomposites.com
14 rue Pasteur -77170 BRIE COMTE ROBERT - France - TEL : + 33 6 10 31 31 36
Sos Cristianului, DN 73, Km 5, OP 1, CP 255 - 500073 BRASOV - Romania
TEL : + 40 3 68 80 00 65 - FAX : + 40 2 68 25 74 27
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I.

Introduction

Mast, boom and rigging are an important part of your yacht. It is the reason why you should
tune the rig in a proper way to obtain the best performance and reliability.
Before stepping and using your rig, you must read all the following information.

II.

Stepping

When a new mast is being rigged for the first time, you must determine its center of gravity.
To do this, the mast must be laid like a seesaw. In general, the center of gravity is found at about 60%
of its height. This mark will be used to place the lifting strop.
Check that the navigation light, deck light and wind instrument on the mast are working. A
12V or 24V battery must be available for this.
During stepping the windex and wind instruments might be damaged, we recommend to fit
them after stepping.
Check that all split pins are open. You can use tape or silicone to protect the sails.
The spreaders with uniball must be secured at correct angle with Kevlar lines
Before lifting the mast with the crane, fasten the standing rigging to mast step in order to
keep it from trailing around.
Kevlar cables need to be pre stretch during 10 hours at 10% of the breaking load before
installation. This will help considerably when stepping.

A.

RIGGING INSTALLATION
Tools list:
-

pin spanner wrench
full set of hex keys
full set of keys
Adjustable wrench
Tef-Gel
Loctite 243 and 270
Pliers

Assembling the Hangers (for the rotating spreaders only)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Apply Tef-Gel on the thread, on the rods heads and on the Hangers heads.
Place the Hangers in the spreaders bars.
Screw the sockets on the Hangers.
Screw the locking screw with Loctite 270.

Assembling the rotating spreaders
a. Look at spreaders ends to identify port and starboard.
b. Glue the plastic washers inside the spreaders.
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c. Place the spreaders and insert the barrel pin from the top after you coated it with TefGel.
d. Screw the nuts and secure with the split pins.

Assembling the fix spreaders
a. Remove the bushing from the spreader bar.
b. Place the diagonals cables along the mast.
c. Coat rods heads and stemballs with Tef-Gel and place the stemballs in the spreaders
bars. Put the bushing back in the spreader bar.
d. Look at the logo at the outboard end of the spreaders to identify port and starboard.
e. Place the spreaders and insert the hollows pins through the top, after coating it with TefGel.
f. Secure it with the split pins.

Assembling the captang
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Lubricate the rods heads, the stemballs, the cups and the thread with Tef-Gel.
Screw the tie bar on the portside tang.
Place the rods perpendicularly to the mast.
Insert the tie bar into the mast and pay attention to the position of the messenger.
Screw the starboard’s tang at maximum. On their finale position, the rods have to be
facing down.

Assembling the spreaderbends
a. Place the spreaderbends in their seats at the spreader tips.
b. Make a lashing with dyneema 1mm to secure them in place.
c. Tighten the lashing on the boat when the mast is tuned.

Assembling the tipcups
a. Dismantle the tipcups completely and pay attention not to lose the locking screws and
the plastic balls.
b. Coat the rods heads, the stemballs and the threads with Tef-Gel.
c. Pull the lower part of the tipcups through the hole in the spreader tips.
d. With a pin spanner wrench screw the lower part of the tipcup in the upper one, until the
holes for locking screw are aligned.
e. Screw the longest locking screw with Loctite 270.
f. Place the tipcup in the spreader with the screws in the groove.
g. Screw the locking nut on the lower part of the tipcup with a pin spanner wrench.
h. Screw the two locking screws using Loctite 270 and do not forget to insert the plastics
balls first.
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Figure 1 : Tipcup

Assembling the loop for headstay, runner or shroud without T-bone
a. Verify there is no aggressive part on the mast holes and the eye.
b. Pass the loop through the hole in the mast and the eye. Make a lashing between the two
extremities of the loop.
c. Make sure the final resistance of the loop is 1.5 times the breaking load of the cable.
d. Make sure the cable fitting will not be in contact with the mast. We required to protect
the area with protect tape.

Figure 2 : Lashing 1
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Assembling the loop for headstay, runner or shroud with T-bone
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Verify there is no aggressive part on the mast hole, the T-bone and the eye.
Pass the loop through the eye.
In the next step be careful not losing the T-bone.
Replace the top screw by a 5 cm longer screw and only screw the 5 first millimeters.
Unscrew the bottom screw and push the T-bone inside the mast.
Slip the extremities of the loop on the T-bone.
Reassemble the T-bone with the initial screws and Loctite 270.
Make sure the final resistance of the loop is 1.5 times the breaking load of the cable.
Make sure the cable fitting will not be in contact with the mast. We required to protect
the area with protect tape.

Assembling the loop for headstay, runner or shroud with padeye
j.
k.
l.
m.

B.

Verify there is no aggressive part on the padeye and the eye.
Make a lashing with dyneema.
Make sure the final resistance of the lashing is 1.5 times the breaking load of the cable.
Make sure the cable fitting will not be in contact with the mast. We required to protect
the area with protect tape.

STEPPING

Lifting the mast with the crane is an operation which needs attention and concentration. At least
three persons are needed for this operation.
You should never step a mast in windy condition and the boat must be exactly under the crane.
The mast should be placed with the front facing up and the luff-groove facing down. The lifting
strop should be made from suitable rope.
Apply Tef-Gel on the thread of the turnbuckle before tunning. Secure them properly at the end
of the tuning.

Tools list:
-

full set of hex keys
full set of keys
Adjustable wrench
Plier

Before the stepping
a. Check that all the turnbuckles are in a fully open position.
b. Protect the lower part of the mast with a piece of carpet (up to the top of the mast’s
collar in case it is placed on the keel).
c. Protect the spreaders against friction of headstay and running rigging.
d. Arrange the halyards and the cables along the mast.
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Steping
a. Place the lifting strop 2 meter above center of gravity and secure it on gooseneck to
avoid sliding up.
b. In case of a mast step on the keel, put the tie rod in place and tighten them.
c. Carefully lift the mast with the crane.
d. Put the mast on mast base.
e. Secure the V1, D1 and headstay on the chainplates and tension the turnbuckles by hand.
f. Secure backstay, runner, checkstay…
g. Release tension from the crane.

III.

Rigging adjustment

A.

WITHOUT MAST JACK
Tools list:
-

Full set of hex keys
Full set of keys
30cm long adjustable wrench
Electronic level
Plier

Preparation
a. Be sure that running backstay, vang, halyards and mainsheet are completely loose at all
stages until final tune is complete.

Rake adjustment
a. Check the waterline to be sure the boat is floating correctly.
b. You must have a minimal tension on the verticals.
c. Adjust the forestay’s length in order to have the rake required by the architect. Use
electronic level.

V1 adjustment
a. Adjust the V1’s turnbuckles to create pre-bend to about 15 cm.*
b. Verify that all diagonals are loose. Otherwise loosen them.
c. Check the mast is straight laterally.

D1 adjustment
a. Tighten the D1’s turnbuckles to reduce pre-bend to about 10cm.*
b. Check the mast is straight laterally.

D2 adjustment
a. Tighten the D2’s turnbuckles to reduce pre-bend to about 7cm.*
b. Check the mast is straight laterally.
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D3, D4 etc. adjustments
a. Follow the same procedure as for the D2.
* Tension of the diagonals needs to be adjusted according to luff curve of your mainsail
* The numbers indicated are estimated and relative to masts on 40 footers

Final check
a.
b.
c.
d.

Make sure all steps are completed.
Check pre bend of the mast.
Verify that the mast is straight laterally.
Check the bearing point of the mast plug on the base is centered about 40% from the
back of the mast.
e. For mast on keel, verify that the tie rods are tight.
f. Verify that the clevis pins and split pins are installed.
g. Verify that the turnbuckles are locked properly.
h. Verify that the locking screws of the tipcup are locked with Loctite 270.
i. Verify that the Tef-Gel has been applied properly.
j. Verify that the stemballs and the turnbuckles are aligned with the ROD.

Figure 3 : Mast step
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Figure 4 : Mast bend

Figure 5 : mast straightness

Pouring of the Spartite (mast on keel)
a. Follow carefully the instructions from the Spartite kit.
b. Apply a vulcanizing tape between the mast collar and the mast in order to be water-tight

B.

WITH MAST JACK

Mast jack pressure with all shims in place should not exceed the recommended pressure
indicated by Axxon.
Do not tune mast to different values without Axxon Composites written approval.
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If you are using a mast jack not provided by Axxon you should contact Axxon to get
confirmation of the jack pressures to be read on your manometer.

Tools list:
-

Full set of hex keys
full set of keys
30cm long adjustable wrench
Electronic level

Preparation
a. Be sure that running backstay, vang, halyards and mainsheet are completely loose at all
stages until final tune is complete.
b. For external mast jack, place the mast jack bar and the jack.
c. Connect the pump to the jack. Check oil leaks in the connector.

Rake adjustment
a. Check the waterline to be sure the boat is floating correctly.
b. Place all shims.
c. Have a minimum tension on the verticals.
d. Adjust the forestay’s length to have the rake required by the architect. Use electronic
level.

V1 adjustment
a.
b.
c.
d.

Adjust the V1’s turnbuckles at half-stroke.
Jack mast up until you reach the specified pressure.
Verify that all the diagonals are loose. Otherwise loosen them.
Measure the height “H” between mast lowest part and the mast base. The difference
between “H” and the thickness of plates is the distance to tighten or loosen the V1’s
turnbuckle.
e. Once the adjustment is done, double check that your last shim is getting in place when
you are reaching the recommended pressure (otherwise, readjust the V1’s turnbuckle).
f. Check the pre-bend and the straightness of the mast laterally.
g. Remove 15mm of shim
h. Verify that when the mast is jack down, it touch the mast base on starboard and port
side at the same time

D1 adjustment
a. Make sure the mast have been de jacked about 15mm.
b. Hand tighten D1’s
c. Jack the mast. If the pressure exceeds the recommended values before you are able to
get all the shims in place, you need to de-jack to open the D1 turnbuckle. If, on the other
hand, you are able to get all the shims in place before reaching the recommended
pressure, you need to de-jack to tighten the turnbuckle
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D2 adjustment
a. De-jack the mast about 15mm.
b. Hand tightened D2’s.
c. Proceed like the on the D1.

Adjustments of the D3, D4 etc
a. Follow the same procedure as the D2.

Final verification
a. Make sure all steps are completed.
b. Double check the final jack pressure matches the recommended numbers. Verify that the
shims fit perfectly (otherwise readjust V1’s and D1’s turnbuckles).
c. Fasten safety bolts for mast shims and don’t forget to use Tef-Gel to avoid corrosion.
d. Check pre-bend of the mast.
e. Verify that the mast is transversally straight.
f. Check the bearing point of the mast plug on the base is centered about 40% from the
back of the mast.
g. For mast on keel, verify that the tie rods are tight.
h. Verify that the clevis pins and split pins are installed.
i. Verify that the turnbuckles are locked properly.
j. Verify that the locking screws of the tipcup are locked with Loctite 270.
k. Verify that the Tef-Gel has been applied properly.
l. Verify that the stemballs and the turnbuckles are aligned with the ROD.

Figure 6 : Mast step
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Figure 7 : Mast bend

Figure 8 : mast straightness

Pouring of the Spartite (mast on keel)
c. Follow carefully the instructions from the Spartite kit.
d. Apply a vulcanizing tape between the mast collar and the mast in order to be water-tight

C.

CHECK UNDER SAIL

Sail the yacht and check that the cap shrouds on the leeward side remain always under
tension.
Check the mast is straight laterally.
Reef the sail ; check the lateral straightness of the mast and the pre-bend.
A new rig on a new boat will need adjustments after sailing for some time.
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IV.

Inspection and maintenance

A.

INTRODUCTION

For the best performance, reliability and safety you should inspect periodically the rigging
and the mast. The following information will help you to know what to consider when inspecting a
mast.

B.

MAST INSPECTION
1. Mast head: check the attachments of headstay, backstay,… for elongated clevis pin
holes, split pins and proper alignment. Check sheaves and pins for wear and ensure
that sheaves turn freely. Check for sharp edges where halyards exit. Inspect top of
mainsail track for wear. Check that all fasteners, rivets, and screws are tight. All Dee
shackles should be seized to prevent screw pin from backing out.
2. Headstay and furler: the top of the headstay furler should be inspected for damage
caused by halyard wrapping. Check for proper height of the halyard swivel. Check
upper terminal on wire or rod for fatigue. Inspect furler hardware for loose or
missing fasteners. Make sure the system rotates freely.
3. Upper, intermediate, and lower shrouds: Check all terminals for signs of fatigue and
cracks. Check tangs and surrounding areas for signs of stress or cracks. Inspect clevis
and split pins for wear. Check shrouds or terminals at the ends of the spreaders.
4. Backstay: Check terminals for fatigue. Check backstay turnbuckle or hydraulic cylinder
for proper function.
5. Spreaders: Check spreaders for bents, dents. Check leading and trailing edges of
spreader for wear caused by runners and/or inner forestays. Add chafe protection
locally to runners. Check that the spreader bases are secure. Make sure shrouds are
securely attached to spreader tips with tip plate or lashing.
6. Check sail track fasteners if the track is mechanically fastened to the spar. Loose
rivets or screws could prevent the sail from dropping.
7. Running backstays, inner forestay, and baby stay: Inspect terminals for fatigue and
proper alignment. Check toggles and clevis/cotter pins.
8. Check the bearing point of the mast plug on the base is centered about 40% from the
back of the mast.
9. Check boom and vang goosenecks for fatigue and elongated holes. Check for loose
fasteners.
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10. Inspect boom for fatigue. Check all attachment bails or pad eyes for signs of fatigue.
Is outhaul and reefing equipment in good order? Are mainsheet blocks and shackles
working properly?
11. Check the mast at deck-level. Look for excessive wear at halyard exit slots. Check sail
gate and mast track. Check mast step for cracks around weld area.
12. Inspect halyards: Attach spare line or halyard tail to halyard shackle and pull up to
inspect full length of halyard.

C.

RIGGING CARE

The rigging is no stronger than its weakest point and rod rigging can break with no warning.
This is why it’s very important to follow this guideline to stay away from bad surprises.
There are four yacht categories define for different usage, mileage and sailing conditions.
o
o
o
o

1st category: Heavy displacement. For bluewater sailing, handled by crew
2nd category: Mid displacement. For offshore, handled by crew or shorthanded
3rd category: Light displacement. For coastal pleasure cruising/club racing, handled by
crew or shorthanded
4th category: Ultra-light displacement. For racing, handled by professional crew

The level of inspection is also divided into three categories:
o

o

o

Level A – Visual inspection w/Mast in.
 Comprehensive general mast system visual inspection.
 Check all fittings/terminations, rod/fiber/wire, spreadears, sheaves, halyards,
headstay, backstay, mast base, partners, halyard blocks and chainplates.
 Check for cracks, corrosion, rust.
 Service log/update schedule for next service.
Level B – Visual inspection w/Mast in – Jack Down.
 Start with level A inspection.
 Un-jack mast.
 Check for crack, bends, twist in fittings and rod.
 Check/lubricate all accessible fittings.
 Properly re-tune to align and seat all cold heads and hardware and generate proper
tension/tuning.
 Service log/update schedule for next service.
Level C – Full-Service w/Mast out
 Un-step mast.
 Complete disassembly of mast/fittings.
 Visual inspection:
Clean/polish rod, cold heads and fittings to facilitate inspection process.
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Visual inspection for cracks, corrosion, fading.
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) of Rod.
Dye penetrate testing (liquid penetration testing) by authorized professional.
X-ray, ultrasound testing.
Visually inspect and Safe Working Load pull test all fiber rigging.
Make repairs as needed (re-head rod, replace any fittings or rigging screws).
Reassemble mast system.
Update service log/update schedule for next service.
Re-step/re-tune mast.

For the 1st and 2nd categories you should do:




A level A inspection several times a year.
A level B inspection once per year, with a maximum of four years between inspection
intervals.
A level C inspection once every four years, with a maximum of ten years between
inspection intervals.

For the 3rd and 4th categories you should do:




A level A inspection several times per year.
A level B inspection at least once per year, with a maximum of two years between
inspection intervals.
A level C inspection once every two years with a maximum of four years between
inspection intervals.
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